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Abstract
The gentle control of the nanometric distance between two materials has
paved the way for the recent experimental studies on the formation and
breaking of metal nanocontacts. In this work, the evolution of Al nanowires
along the stretching process up to the final breaking is simulated with
density functional calculations. This massive computational work involves
the breaking of thick wires (with (111) and (100) orientations and 145 and
136 atoms respectively), and the influence of O, C and H impurities on their
mechanical and electrical properties. These simulations show that, close to
the breaking point, Al nanowires always develop a dimer geometry
irrespective of the initial configuration, crystallographic orientation and the
presence of point defects, explaining the universal behaviour of the force
and the conductance found in the last stages of the stretching process in all
the experiments.
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In recent years, great progress has been achieved in
understanding the conduction properties of matter at the
atomic scale [1]. The formation and evolution of metallic
nanocontacts have been studied in detail thanks to the gentle
control of the distance at the nanometre scale provided by
both the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) [2] and
the mechanically controllable break junction (MCBJ) [3].
Conductance measurements show the presence, during the
elongation process, of discontinuous jumps in between regions
of continuous evolution (plateaus), whose shape and average
value are characteristic of the metal forming the contact [4].
The relation between the chemical valence and the electrical
resistance was confirmed by the analysis of the final breaking
stage (plateau) on nanocontacts where a superconducting state
had been induced by the proximity effect. These experiments
showed that each atomic contact can be uniquely characterized
in terms of the number of channels and their transmission
probabilities contributing to the conductance [5].
The simultaneous experimental characterization of the
conductance and tensile forces along the stretching process [6]
has been one of the most interesting results in the field:
0957-4484/05/081023+06$30.00 © 2005 IOP Publishing Ltd

conductance and force jumps, that take place at the same stages,
have been related to the irreversible (plastic) deformation
of the nanowires to new stable structures. Conductance
histograms, where the values of the conductance for thousands
of different contacts are gathered, provide further evidence
of the role of the nanowire geometry in the determination
of the mechanical and electrical properties: the peaks in
the histogram reflect the stable atomic configurations of the
junction closely before breaking.
Understanding these quantum effects in the force and
the conductance and predicting their evolution during the
elongation process is not an easy task, as it requires three
different key ingredients: the detailed knowledge of the
nanocontact structure, a quantum mechanical calculation of
the electronic properties associated with this geometry, and
an accurate description of an intrinsically non-equilibrium
phenomena as electronic transport. Most of the early work
focused on the evolution of the nanocontact configuration,
but the force fields [7, 8] and effective-medium theory
potentials [9, 10] (fitted to reproduce bulk properties) used in
these classical simulations severely limited their quantitative
accuracy.
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Predictive ab initio methods based in density functional
theory (DFT) provide a reliable description of the electronic
structure and the mechanical stability of the nanocontact.
Alkali metal nanowires, thanks to their particularly simple
electronic structure, have been amenable to a fully DFT
structural calculation, where the 39 atoms of an Na nanowire
were allowed to relax to their ground state configuration along
the stretching process [11]. However, the computational cost
for more realistic systems like Al, Au or Pd nanocontacts
have confined the application of ab initio methods to the
static analysis of some ideal geometries (single atom or short
atomic chains in between pyramids or planes with the given
nanocontact orientation) [12–17]. This approach, that includes
a first-principles implementation of the Landauer formalism
for the calculation of the conductance, has failed to reproduce
basic experimental features of these nanocontacts close to the
final breaking stage, like the characteristic increase in the
conductance upon stretching in Al, or the value close to the
conductance quantum G 0 = 2e2 / h found systematically in the
experiments irrespective of the orientation or initial conditions
(for example, the theoretical conductance of a single atom
contact between two (100) Al pyramids is 3G 0 [15]).
These discrepancies between theory and experiment
prompted our recent approach to the study of small (111)oriented Al nanowires (with sizes ranging between 48 and
60 atoms), where we simulate, using a very efficient local
orbital pseudopotential DFT approach (FIREBALL [18–20]),
the evolution of the nanowire along the whole elongation
process in order to get access to a realistic atomic configuration
before the final breaking. Our simulations [21, 22] showed
the correlation between discontinuous changes in the force
(associated to changes in the bonding structure) and abrupt
modifications of the conductance as the nanowires developed
a thinner neck that, in all the cases, took the form of a dimer
just before the breaking point.
Based on the success of this approach, that combines
a direct access to a realistic structure of the nanocontact
with a consistent and accurate determination of the transport
properties based on the Keldish–Green function formalism
(see [21–23]), we have performed large-scale simulations
of the evolution of different Al nanowires (including up to
145 atoms) under tensile stress in order to assess the influence
of size, crystallographic orientation and the role of defects
(impurities like O, H and C) in the structure, mechanical
response and conductance in the final stages of the nanowire
deformation.
The information gathered on those systems yields a very
rich and comprehensive picture of the plastic deformation of Al
nanowires approaching their breaking point, where irrespective
of the initial configuration and orientation, they all evolve to the
same final dimer geometry that is responsible for the common
conductance properties found before the breaking point in the
experiments. Impurities do affect the mechanical response of
the nanocontact but do not modify the final dimer geometry
and the associated conductance properties.
In our calculations, we have addressed the influence of
system size with the simulation of a (111)-oriented thick
nanowire with 145 atoms, where results can be compared to
our previous work on smaller nanocontacts with the same orientation [21, 22]. The initial configuration of the nanowire
1024

corresponds to the fcc stacking of five (111) planes with nine
atoms per layer sandwiched between two Al(111)-surfaces,
each simulated by two Al layers having a 5 × 5 periodicity in
the direction parallel to the surface, that play the role of the two
electrodes (see configuration A in figure 1(a)). In this case and
all the following calculations, we also impose periodic boundary conditions in the direction perpendicular to the surface,
joining artificially the last two layers (top and bottom in figure 1(a)): this means that each lead is effectively represented
by four layers. The stretching of the system is simulated by
increasing the distance between these two limiting layers by
steps of 0.2 Å. After each step, the system is allowed to relax
towards its ground state configuration, keeping fixed only the
atoms in the two limiting layers (95 atoms are relaxed).
Figure 1 shows the total energy and the conductance of the
nanowire along the stretching path and displays four selected
snapshots of the nanowire geometry (points A–D). These
configurations highlight the processes of layering, clustering
and necking, leading to the dimer structure found in the last
stages of the stretching process. The formation of additional
(111) planes correlates with the energy jumps in figure 1(b)
(e.g. six (111) planes are formed after the first energy jump
around 2.4 Å). Significant modifications of the nanowire
structure are confined to the three central layers of the initial
relaxed configuration (case A), as shown by the labels 1–10
attached to the relevant atoms in figure 1.
Interestingly, the layering process that the nanowire
undergoes from A to B is not symmetric: it results in two
well-defined planes, having six and five atoms respectively, in
the lower part, and the formation of a small cluster (including
atoms 8 and 9), with a more complicated coordination, in
the upper part. The necking process leading to structure C
concentrates on those two lower layers (see atoms 1–7), while
the upper cluster, more rigid as a result of plastic hardening,
keeps its geometry practically unaltered. In configuration C,
the nanowire has developed a small neck, defined by the atoms
3–5–10 on one side and the atoms 2–4–6 on the other. This
structure is already close to the initial stages of the deformation
of our thinner wires (see [21, 22]) and evolves in the same way,
leading to the dimer formed by atoms 2 and 10 (see snapshot D)
that defines the bond that is broken at the last stage of the
deformation.
These similarities in the structure and deformation process
in the stages prior to the final breaking for all the different
(111)-oriented nanowires are also reflected in the differential
conductance (figure 1(b)). The thicker nanowire reproduces
the experimental conductance increase in the last plateau to
a value close to G 0 [4] and the presence of three channels as
measured in superconducting nanocontacts [5].
The role of the initial crystallographic orientation has been
studied with a (100)-oriented nanowire formed by four layers
with nine atoms each located between two Al(100)-surfaces,
also simulated by two Al layers with a 5 × 5 periodicity (see
case A in figure 2). This calculation involves 136 atoms,
with 86 of them allowed to relax in the energy minimization
procedure.
Deformation mechanisms differ significantly from those
found in the (111)-nanowires in the first stages of the stretching
process. The system favours a shear deformation where the
two central layers change their stacking with respect to the
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Figure 1. (a) Ball-and-stick model of the structure of the thick (111)-oriented Al nanowire for different steps of the stretching process. The
atoms involved in some of the important bonding rearrangements related to discontinuous (A, B, C and D) changes in total energy, force and
conductance are labelled 1–10. (b) Total energy (per unit cell, black circles) and total differential conductance (in units of the conductance
quantum, red squares) of the Al-(111) nanowire as a function of the stretching displacement, d. The channels contributing to the
conductance in the last stages of the breaking process are shown in the inset. See the multimedia file (movie 1) available at
stacks.iop.org/Nano/16/1023.
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Figure 2. Ball-and-stick model of the structure of the thick (100)-oriented Al nanocontact showing selected relaxed atomic configurations
along the stretching path. Frame A shows the initial geometry of the (100)-oriented Al nanocontact. Frame B represents a characteristic
structure during the elongations process and frame C shows the final geometry of the nanocontact before the breaking point. The atoms
involved in the neck formation are labelled 1–10 to illustrate their movement during the deformation process. See the multimedia file
(movie 2) available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/16/1023.

outer layers of the nanowire with a rotation around the [100]
direction, stretching and finally breaking some of their bonds
(atoms 2, 4 and 5 with the layer underneath and atoms 1, 6 and 8
with the plane above). The final outcome of this process is the
formation of three more compact (111) layers (with six atoms
each) out of the original (100) planes (see configuration B in
figure 2). Notice the inversion symmetry the nanowire keeps
along the deformation path.
During the subsequent necking process, the nanowire
deforms in a quite complicated way, involving also large

displacements of certain atoms in the outer layers of the
nanowire in the transition to a final structure that closely
resembles two (111) pyramids. The last stages of deformation
are thus defined by a dimer (atoms 1, 2 in configuration C), in
similarity with the (111)-oriented nanowire.
In spite of the quite different deformation mechanisms
that we have found for the nanowires with (111) and (100)
orientations in the early stages of the stretching process, their
structural evolution—in particular, the massive reorientation
that takes place in the (100)-oriented nanowire—leads to a
1025
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Figure 3. Ball-and-stick model of the structure of the thin (111)-oriented Al nanowire with an oxygen impurity (red atom) for different steps
of the stretching process (configuration labels correspond to figure 4). The Al atoms involved in the important bonding rearrangements are
labelled 1–6. See the multimedia file (movie 3) available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/16/1023.
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common breaking geometry. This is defined by a dimer in
agreement with the simulations calculated in previous works
with a smaller number of atoms. This similarity is due to the
behaviour of the (100) nanowire, that develops compact (111)
layers in the initial stages of its deformation.
This same behaviour shows up in the evolution of the
differential conductance along the stretching process. In the
(111)-oriented nanowire (shown in figure 1(b)), its initial value
2
is 8 2eh (with 16 channels contributing more than 0.1 G 0 ) and
2
the system evolves with jumps of roughly 2eh units (the number
of channels being reduced by roughly three at each jump)
until reaching the breaking point. The correlation between
transport and structure makes the conductance of the (100)oriented nanowire (not shown here) quite different from the
(111) case in the early stages of the deformation process. The
(100) nanowire starts with a different conductance of around
2
8.5 2eh with 18 channels contributing significantly (although
the contact is also defined by planes with nine atoms) and does
not show in its evolution the well defined plateaus displayed
in figure 1(b). Conductance jumps are associated with the
deformation processes that involve a significant modification
of the neck effective area (see, for instance, configurations
A and B in figure 2). However, both orientations show the
same behaviour near the breaking point. In this limit the
conductance shows the characteristic ascending plateau, that
2
reaches the quantum of conductance 2eh just before the final
breaking, and has three channels contributing (see figure 1(b)
for the (111)-oriented nanowire). The dominant channel is
associated to the σ -bond formed between the sp 3 -orbitals of the
Al dimer, while the other two minority channels are associated
with π-bonds. The robust conductance quantization seen in the
experiments is thus associated with the mechanical stability of
the dimer configuration that characterizes the last stages of the
deformation process in both nanowires.
Finally, we have assessed the influence of a relevant
external factor, the presence of isolated impurities from likely
contaminants, on the final stages of the nanowire breaking
process. For that purpose, we have studied the changes induced
by the presence of single atoms of O, H and C on the evolution
of a (111)-oriented Al nanowire, with four layers of three
atoms between (111)-Al surfaces with 4 × 4 periodicity. The
independence of the basic results on system size found for the
clean (111) nanowires justifies the use of this smaller system.
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Figure 4. Total energy (per unit cell, black circles), total differential
conductance (in units of the conductance quantum, red squares), and
contribution of the different channels to the conductance for the thin
(111)-oriented Al nanowire with an oxygen impurity (for detailed
atomic geometries see figure 3) as a function of the stretching
displacement, d. The inset shows the influence of the oxygen
impurity on the mechanical response, comparing the evolution of
the total energy of the clean (blue triangles) and
oxygen-contaminated (black circles) nanowires.

Oxygen has a dramatic influence on the mechanical
properties of the nanowire, inducing a more brittle behaviour
that shortens by 25% the maximum displacement before
breaking and reducing significantly the elastic behaviour of
the nanowire (see the inset in figure 4). Configuration A
in figure 3 corresponds to the initial relaxed geometry. The
O atom is coordinated with three Al atoms, with distances
around 1.90 Å, and does not introduce a significant distortion
in the topology of the structure compared to the clean nanowire.
However, the evolution of the system upon stretching is quite
different. Case B shows the geometry after a displacement of
2 Å. At variance with the clean nanowire, the deformation is not
confined to the two central layers (atoms (4, 5, 6) and (1, 2, 3)
in figure 3) but there is a significant strain in the bonds between
the wire and the lower lead. Notice that O is still coordinated
with the same three atoms of the initial configuration A. This is
the key factor in explaining the embrittlement: oxygen keeps
atoms 2 and 3 strongly bonded to the layer underneath, in such
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a way that along the stretching process the atom 1 (of the 1,
2, 3-layer) suffers the largest deformation. This process is
fully developed in configuration C (figure 3), where a compact
structure has been formed in the upper part of the wire and
atom 1 is now forming the 1–2 dimer that defines the neck of
the nanowire just before its breaking. Calculations for other
initial locations of the impurity show that the dimer is always
formed next to the oxygen atom. In a clean nanowire only atom
3 remains bonded to the layer underneath, while atoms 1 and
2 are displaced upwards, giving rise to an elongated structure,
with the final dimer of the neck formed by atoms 2 and 3, that is
able to sustain a larger strain before the final breaking (see the
multimedia files available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/16/1023).
In spite of the different evolution induced by the effect of
O in the specific motion of certain atoms in the nanowire, it
is important to realize that the system has also developed at
the breaking point a dimer structure, very much in similarity
with the results found for all the clean nanowires (see figures 1
and 2). This geometry leads to the conductance behaviour
(figure 4) that we have also found in the cases of figures 1
and 2 for the last stage of the nanowire stretching. The
conductance presents a positive slope as a function of the
stretching deformation and we also find the same behaviour
of the conductance channels along the last plateau with one
dominant channel out of three. The maximum conductance,
2
before the breaking, is close to 0.9 2eh , a little lower than the
results found for the clean nanowires.
Similar calculations for an isolated H impurity show that
H does not significantly affect the properties of the clean
nanowire. No major differences are found in both the initial
relaxed configuration (similar to case A in figure 3) and
the subsequent evolution, leading to a final dimer structure
(that is formed far away from the impurity) with the same
conductance behaviour and a maximum value slightly lower
than the conductance quantum. The effect of the C impurity is
intermediate between those of H and O. C strongly bounds to
the Al atoms, distorting even the initial relaxed configuration
compared to the clean nanowire, and affects the details of
the deformation process, but the maximum elongation before
the final breaking is not very different from that of the clean
nanowire, with the impurity far away from the dimer that
defines the final Al neck. The conductance along the last stages
of the stretching path evolves similarly to all the previous cases:
three open channels (one dominant) appear on the last plateau
and near the breaking point the conductance has a value close
2
to 2eh .
Finally, we comment on the evolution of the force
upon stretching for the different nanowires. They can be
calculated theoretically as a derivative of the total energy versus
displacement curves like the one shown in figure 1(b) for the
thick (111)-oriented nanowire. The force shows discontinuous
changes that are coincident with the conductance jumps, in
agreement with the experiments. The detailed evolution
depends on the particular nanowire considered, but as a general
trend the total force on the elastic regions correlates with the
cross section of the nanowire, although the force per atom in
the neck increases as the neck area is reduced. For instance,
from the data in figure 1(b) for the (111)-oriented nanowire,
the maximum force is ∼4.9 nN (∼0.55 nN/atom), while near
the breaking point its value is ∼1.02 nN. A similar trend is

found in the (100)-nanowire, with maximum force ∼6.1 nN
(∼0.7 nN/atom), and 1.03 nN at the breaking point, showing,
in spite of the initial differences, the common behaviour of
the force in the last stages of the breaking process for both
orientations. In the case of the thinner (111)-nanowire, the
presence of the O impurity (figure 4) reduces the maximum
value of the force in the elastic region by 17%, but both systems
present an almost identical force close to the breaking point.
In conclusion, we have presented large-scale firstprinciples calculations simulating the plastic deformation of
Al nanowires near the final stage of their breaking process.
Our calculations show that the Al nanowires present a
universal behaviour in their mechanical deformation and
electrical conductance irrespective of their initial geometrical
configuration, crystallographic orientation and the presence
of impurities. In all our simulations, we have found that,
close to the breaking point, Al nanowires always develop a
dimer geometry. This dimer structure reproduces the relevant
experimental findings: the characteristic final ascending
plateau, reaching a value close to the conductance quantum,
2e2
, and the presence of three contributing channels. The
h
robust conductance quantization and the universal behaviour
of the force near the breaking point are thus associated
with the mechanical stability of the dimer configuration that
characterizes the last stages of the deformation process in the
Al nanowires.
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